THE GLOBAL AND THE LOCAL
Sustainability in Food & Shopping

Talk by Dr Rosie Cox

7–9pm, Friday 26 June
Friends Meeting House, 12 Jesus Lane, Cambridge CB5 8BA
(Main hall upstairs) Suggested donation £1

In conjunction with Transition Cambridge Food Group

WHERE DO YOU SHOP?
FARMERS MARKETS?
LOCAL FOOD SHOPS?
A SUPERMARKET?
WHY DOES IT MATTER?

Dr Rosie Cox, Senior lecturer at Birkbeck College, London and co-author of: Reconnecting Consumers, Producers and Food: Exploring Alternatives talks about choices in shopping, links in the food chain, and why supermarkets are part of an unsustainable agricultural system with social and environmental impacts.

Building a more resilient city, meeting the challenges of climate change and peak oil
Sub-group initiatives: Food, Renewable energy, Education, Skill sharing & Well-being

Please come to our Open Meeting at 2.30pm on Sunday 5 July at Romsey Mill to hear what Transition Cambridge is doing, meet others from your part of town, and discuss what we can do to ease Cambridge into a world with less oil
Changing... because we want to... before we have to

Check the website for more details: www.transitioncambridge.org